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Dear constituents: 

 

A bill currently debated in your state is looking to repeal ‘Columbus Day’ from the list of state holidays.   

This effort attacks U.S. citizens of a culture and ethnicity tied to that holiday. So, in order to repel this it is 

imperative that you become involved in the legislative process by 1) initiating a mass e-mail campaign 

to oppose the bill 2) attend every hearing possible to make your presence known to all representatives 

and senators and have your voice heard.  You may use the following information to help your demand… 

 

The motivation behind this movement is simple: “to get rid of the name Columbus”, period. 

 

This idea began in the 1960’s, when an activist group called the American Indian Movement (AIM) 

formed in order to fight the existing inequality and mistreatment of Native Americans in the U.S., a fair 

effort.  However, the group was later infiltrated in the 1970’s by radical activists that were more interested 

in advancing political agendas rather than caring about the Native communities.  Their focus was now 

calling out the “evil root of capitalism” (what they claimed was the cause of the Native American plight) 

and pointed at Christopher Columbus as the ultimate symbol of that system. 

 

And this concept is expanded by the activists when they claim that ‘Indigenous Peoples Day’ as an 

alternative to ‘Columbus Day’ began in 1977 with the United Nations’ conference on discrimination 

against Indigenous populations.  Replacing the holiday was never discussed at this conference- the only 

remark stated was: “to observe October 12, the day of so-called "discovery" of America, as an 

international day of solidarity with the Indigenous peoples of the Americas”. 

 

Jimmy Durham, AIM activist (who pretends to be of Indigenous descent), capitalized on this comment 

and wrote a preface to the conference report suggesting contempt against capitalism should be expressed 

during the yearly commemorations of ‘Columbus Day’. 

 

Then came Howard Zinn’s ‘A People's History of the United States’, which in this 1980 publication he 

wrote: “I prefer to try to tell the story of the discovery of America from the viewpoint of the Arawak, the 

Constitution from the standpoint of the slaves...[etc.]”  But he did this by quoting separate ideas and 

joining them together with ellipses to create a different context. He also used no footnotes nor references 

in his book. Regardless, his book found a home within AIM, Zinn activists and schoolbook publishers.   

 

The last piece of this puzzle came together in 1990 when a conference was held in Quito, Ecuador, by the 

Confederación de Nacionalidades Indígenas (CONAIE)- an Indigenous left-wing political party in South 

America.  Many Indigenous groups and U.S. citizen-activists listened to their “manifesto” which among 

other objectives professed, “the 12th of October [is to] be declared a day of mourning and destruction of 

our cultures rather than a ‘Día de la Raza’ or ‘Discovery’ [Day]”, and “all organizations in the Americas 

should plan coordinated actions to reclaim significant dates such as ‘Columbus Day’.”  

 

The final issue to take with this movement is that ‘Indigenous Peoples Day’ was already created by the 

United Nations itself to be observed on August 9th annually!  As per their resolution adopted in 1995, 

one of the purposes of the day is: "...the achievement of international cooperation in solving international 

problems of an economic, social, cultural or humanitarian character and in promoting and encouraging 

respect for human rights all without distinction as to race, sex, language or religion.” 

 

Any other attempt to create an “Indigenous Peoples Day” IS NOT fulfilling these goals!  So, why are our 

government representatives pushing bills that do not honor the will of the native confederations and tribes 

that asked for this resolution to begin with?  This is the main question you should ask of your legislature.  
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Bartolomé De las Casas’s writings regarding Columbus 
José G., Historical Researcher of Spanish and Caribbean History 

 
 
Most of the narrative you may be aware of regarding Christopher Columbus actually comes from the pen of Fray 
Bartolomé De Las Casas- the Archbishop of Chiapas greatly recognized for his advocacy of the Indigenous peoples 
of America. It is through this window of text that people cast their opinions about the historical personage of 
Columbus. 
 
Understanding this, when people say “Columbus’s own letters” what they are really referring to is De las Casas’s 
transcription of some of Columbus writings missing since 1522. The remaining sources of the Columbian narrative 
come from a much more important work of De las Casas, ‘Historia de las Indias’ (1527 to 1559)- a three-volume 
work splayed across 18,340 pages of writings.  Different iterations recorded within his text exist with dual 
perspectives because De las Casas alternated his writing from “these are the Admiral’s words” to “this I saw”.  This 
style of writing -De las Casas’s prose- also formulated many thoughts into each of his sentences to project a multi-
dimensional context of what he either witnessed or read from other text sources (including some writings of 
Columbus himself, once housed at the Columbian Library in Seville and curated by his son Hernando). So, because 
all of this inherent impreciseness lodged into his writings one should avoid shortening sentences or omit full 
paragraphs that appear in his text. It is also best to study the history interwoven into the redaction in order to 
gain a broad insight of what the friar was attempting to frame.  
 
What follows then are poor examples of interpretations found today within U.S. circulating texts attempting to 
incorrectly decipher what De las Casas wrote: out of context meanings, grave omissions and mistranslations that 
have permeated into his writings, because of the improper manner (intentional or not) they approached his 
manuscripts: 
 
Example 1: When De las Casas mentions Columbus’s description of the Lucayans he first encountered in 
Guanahaní- 
 

Columbus wrote in his journal: "…they would make good servants ...With fifty men we could subjugate 
them...” 
[‘A People’s History of the United States’, Howard Zinn- Ch. 1: Columbus, The Indians, and Human Progress, rev. 1999] 

 
Besides this quote being actually two separate sentences joined by ellipses (making it of ambiguous source), you 
must inspect this interpretation by reading from the beginning of the paragraph where he asks the Lucayans 
about the scars he visibly saw on their arms and legs.  That whole sequence of sentences was all a singular 
thought:  
The Lucayans told him neighboring peoples were trying to take them as prisoners but they fended them off; 
Columbus thought the others must see them as good servants.  Since the Lucayans also repeat back everything 
they are told, with those qualities and little struggle they could eventually become good Christians.  This can be 
observed by examining the manuscript facsimile from 1556, focusing on the sentence flow and punctuation 
compared for clarity (see Exhibit A):  
 

 “I saw some who had signs of wounds on their bodies and I pointed to what those were: they showed me 
how people from other islands that were nearby came by but wanted to kidnap them so they defended 
themselves and I believed and still believe that they came from the mainland to take them as captives. 
They must be good servants and of good wit for I see they very quickly say everything that I say to them: 
and I think that lightly they will become Christians because I believe they do not have a religion.” 
[‘Relaciones y cartas de Cristóbal Colón’, Librería viuda de Hernando Colón 1892] 

https://books.google.com/books?id=Aw5sqwgQKtEC&q=500#v=onepage&q=fine%20servants&f=false
https://archive.org/stream/relacionesycarta00coluuoft#page/24/search/buenos+servidores
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Many writers have translated this text into English substituting “must be” with “would” or “should”, changing the 
context to appear as if Columbus was only interested in the Lucayans’ potential for being slaves.  His comment 
was a first impression on how they appeared to him on two counts and why.  Do not forget, he also just finished 
meeting the new Americans for the first time.   
 
Example 2: Another popular “interpretation” made from De las Casas’s writings is on Columbus’s interaction with 
the island Indigenous later in his second voyage. This paragraph is often quoted as depicting his treatment of the 
people known as Taíno and it is part of a text from a very popular book found in schools throughout the U.S.: 
 

 “In the province of Cicao on Haiti, where he and his men imagined huge gold fields to exist, they ordered 
all persons fourteen years or older to collect a certain quantity of gold every three months. When they 
brought it, they were given copper tokens to hang around their necks. Indians found without a copper 
token had their hands cut off and bled to death.”  
[‘A People’s History of the United States’, Howard Zinn- Ch. 1: Columbus, The Indians, and Human Progress, rev. 1999] 

 
There are multiple problems with this text, the most important one being that the actual historical document 
DOES NOT MENTION NOR IMPLY CUTTING HANDS or leaving people to bleed to death (this is also mentioned in 
his other work, ‘Brevisima Relación de la Destrucción de las Indias’). Here is the actual translation of the text (see 
Exhibit B):  
 

“The Admiral then imposed to all residents of the province of Cibao and Vega Real -and all close to the 
mines of fourteen years above -of three in three months- to collect a Flanders' hawksbell, and I say the 
hollow of the hawksbell full of gold...” “He ordered afterwards to make copper or brass coins with which 
to make a sign, and this was exchanged in each tribute so that each Indian in the tributary would bear it 
around his neck, because with this it was known who had paid tribute and who had not; so that he who 
did not bear one was to be punished- although he said that moderately- for not having paid tribute.” 
"Then the Admiral recognized that most of the Indians -in truth- could not comply, so he agreed to cut 
the hawksbell collection in half; some of them did this, and others still could not, and thus, falling into a 
sad life escaped to the mountains ..."   
['Historia de las Indias', Bartolomé De las Casas, Tomo II, p. 623-624] 

 
Furthermore, this book (and others published in the U.S.) omit further information that can help understand what 
was happening in the island prior to the above incident and why these people were being subjugated in such a 
manner: 
 
Columbus had erected a makeshift Fort (La Natividad) in Hispaniola on January 1493 and left for Spain leaving 
behind 39 of his crew members.  As they navigated home they were intercepted by 50 Indians (believed to be 
Caribs) who surprise-attacked the crew as they had stopped for supplies and traded with the local Taíno; they 
hastily left the area without a fight.  Later, upon Columbus’s return to the island on November 1493 he finds the 
fort destroyed. The few corpses he found of the left-behind crew hinted as to how this massacre may have 
occurred, something which also impacted him personally (a friend’s nephew was one of the victims).  He still 
decided to veer northeast not wanting to make war with the Caribs and established a settlement elsewhere- 
founding ‘La Isabela’ and two other settlements by January of 1494.  One of these settlements was attacked 
immediately by the Taíno on April 1494 (after a reported incident of abuse in that area).  Uncertain of the nature 
of these attacks Columbus did nothing, however later he is informed that the attacks were led by Caonabó -the 
highest cacique (chief) in Hispaniola- suspected of leading the earlier Fort Natividad massacre.  Caonabó was also 
said to be on his way to attack La Isabela and kill Columbus. 
 

https://books.google.com/books?id=Aw5sqwgQKtEC&q=500#v=snippet&q=hands%20cut%20off&f=false
https://archive.org/stream/historiaindias02casarich#page/104/mode/2up
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With this, the settlers endured a total of four unprovoked attacks (including the burning of a makeshift hospital 
where 10 colonists lay ill and were unable to move).  Stirred-up, all these aggressions boiled-up into a major 
confrontation known as “La Batalla del Santo Cerro”- a conflict where 220 European colonists and Taíno allies 
defended themselves from approximately 2,500 besieging Taíno in an attack that lasted a week.  It was only after 
this battle that the above incident occurred, the defeated Taíno being made prisoners of war and the neighbors 
subjugated in retaliation for their aggressions made against the colonists (see Exhibit C). 
 
Example 3: Yet another “interpretation” of De las Casas’s passages that is very popular claims that Columbus 
engaged in the trafficking of sexual slavery and routinely gave subordinates women to rape as a “reward”: 
 

"A hundred Castellanos are as easily obtained for a woman as for a farm, and it is very general and there 
are plenty of dealers that who go about looking for girls; those from nine to ten are now in demand.” 
[Snopes.com fact-check, Dan MacGuill May 2018]  
 

The problem with this paragraph is in the mistranslation of the Spanish language provided by John Boyd Thacker 
in his 1847 book ‘Christopher Columbus, his life, his Works’, the source of this quote. Thacker translated the word 
“labranza” as meaning “farm” (insinuating a value upon women); however, here’s how the text actually reads in 
‘Historia de las Indias’ (see Exhibit D): 
 

"Por una mujer también se hallan cien castellanos, como por una labranza, y es mucho en uso, y ha ya 
hartos mercaderes que andan buscando muchachas; de nueve a diez son ahora en precio, de todas 
edades ha de tener un bueno."  

========== ⁜  ========== 

"For a woman [to purchase as a slave] you can get one for a hundred Castellanos as for a tillage, and it is 
much a purposeful sale.  And there are many merchants looking for younger girls; from nine to ten are 
now of good price, but of all ages you can get a good one."   
['Historia de las Indias', De las Casas, Tomo II, p. 506] 
 

The first definition for the word “labranza” in the Royal Spanish Academy Dictionary (RAE) refers to “tillage”- 
laboring of a field or task. The Castilian Dictionary of XV Century Vocabulary Terms (Universitat de Barçelona) also 
concurs with this definition being related to laboring and agriculture. And once more, it is critical to understand 
the circumstances of what was happening in Hispaniola in 1500 to appreciate which definition applies here and 
why: 
 
At a time when the colonists were being issued plots of land to develop (encomiendas, which could not be 
bought), one of the crops popular to cultivate was wheat; the island colonists needed food resources and this is 
what was most popular and available that could also generate an income).  And unlike today, wheat threshing was 
done by hand- 
[https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjLCqahK2XY] 
 
The outlook of the encomenderos was that it made more sense to purchase a young girl to thresh their fields as 
they were more energetic and would not complain or run away as the older women were doing.  This paragraph 
does not compare a girl’s material value as property, it simply defines the reason they were of interest in the first 
place. That this form of slavery is still poignant to one’s perspective today, it is. However, food was a primary need 
for both colonists and slaves at that time, so the solution reached was what history tells us happened during these 
harsh times. 
 
IMPORTANT: This passage’s origin comes from a letter Columbus wrote in 1500 to one of Queen Isabela’s royal 
governesses  whom he knew very well. Columbus was complaining about what he had heard was happening in 
Hispaniola after he was imprisoned in Spain, by then he was not involved in the affairs of the colony.  

https://www.snopes.com/fact-check/columbus-sex-slaves/#feedback
https://archive.org/stream/christophercolu02thacgoog#page/n451/mode/2up
https://archive.org/stream/historiaindias02casarich#page/506/mode/2up
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjLCqahK2XY
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Nevertheless, if one realizes the letter was intended exclusively for a monarch’s attention, why would Columbus 
(or anyone else for that matter) implicate himself to discuss personal slave-trading activities (which were already 
forbidden to him), let alone sex-trading ones?  This makes no sense and it shows the exaggeration made out of 
this historical incident. 
 
And addressing the charges of Columbus “giving his subordinates women to rape”- he was a fervently religious 
person with an outrageously strict zeal.  He also had women passengers travelling along his second voyage to 
Hispaniola and it would have not been plausible for such an event to occur in front of these compatriots.  In fact, 
one episode of Columbus rescuing Taíno women in his second voyage involved these European women and De las 
Casas recorded nothing sordid about the episode which happened in the island of Guadalupe.    
This allusion results from conflating the narrative of Michel De Cuneo (whom detailed such an episode he partook 
in) into the general narrative of Columbus. If Columbus was complicit of anything it was of steering the woman 
(part of a group of Caribs that had attacked them) towards De Cuneo implying to take her away as a slave. 
Columbus had no control over what Cuneo would perpetrate later nor should he be held accountable for that 
unfortunate event. 
 
Example 4: Other public interpretations made about the Columbian narrative make issue of him having been 
imprisoned for “extreme crimes”.  The precise reason Columbus was imprisoned is commented in Bartolomé de 
las Casas ‘History of the Indies’ as well as in the Francisco de Bobadilla inquest: he was charged for exacting 
judicial sentences upon the colonists without effecting established judicial procedure (what we call today due 
process).  He overreached the powers bestowed to him by the Spanish Crown since only they had the authority to 
administer severe punishments to their vassals. Even as governor, he was still limited to jailing transgressors and 
commence judiciary proceedings against them (or send them back to Seville for trial), a task he did not perform in 
many cases. 
 
Also, the punishments that are decried as a sample of his sadism (cutting people’s ears and noses, etc.) where 
standard forms of punishment meted out upon law breakers in European society during Columbus’s time period, 
they were not his personal inventions.  
In fact, such judicial retributions were rooted in the principles of 'Lex Talionis', which borrowed from the ‘Codes of 
Hammurabi’ instituted in ancient Babylonian culture.  Even English Common Law (the legal structure that we 
derive our U.S. law system from) borrowed from these codes.  But to give historic examples of this: 
 
-in Elizabethan England, many offences were punished by the pillory; however, if the public felt deeply about the 
offense the offender might not finish his sentence alive as one or both of the offender’s ears were nailed to the 
pillory or were sometimes cut off anyway. (‘Crime and punishment in Elizabethan England’, Liza Picard-British 
Library, 2016) 
 
-stealing over the value of nine pence was punishable by tying the person by the feet, cutting their tongue and in 
extreme cases throwing them to sea (‘Pena de muerte: La crueldad legislada’, Elías Neuman, Editorial Universal 
Buenos Aires 2004) 
 
De las Casas also devoted a long paragraph to address the charges brought against Columbus by the colonists, 
defending him from the exaggerated views Bobadilla and the other colonists seemed to inject into their 
grievances: 

 
“They accused him of bad and cruel treatments that he had done upon the Christians [colonists] in La 
Isabela when he lived there, making them work by force without giving them food, sick and skinny [they 
were made] ... that he ordered many men confronted and flogged for light things such as stealing a 
celemín [5 litres] of wheat or dying of hunger because they looked elsewhere for food.” 
['Historia de las Indias', Tomo II, p. 492] 

https://archive.org/stream/historiaindias02casarich#page/492/mode/2up/search/Acusaronlo
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The above relation is interesting not only because of how the accusations paint a negative character upon 
Columbus but it contrasts with the level of exaggerations made by the colonists themselves (De las Casas’s 
perspective).  One particular complaint that was made over and over during the inquest was that the colonists felt 
Columbus favored too much the Taíno natives, this shown by the following examples as testified by the colonists: 
  

"(All by order of Columbus) Naked, hands tied and thrown to a rope around his neck, Montoya’s corpse [a 
Spanish colonist] was walked [paraded] through the streets of La Isabela. Mateo testified that when they 
crossed the river near Cibao -which was very grown in level- Montoya struck a blow with his sword onto 
an Indian that was carrying him across [the river], cutting a gash in his head."  
 [‘La Caída de Cristóbal Colón- El Juicio de Bobadilla' Marcial Pons Publishing Ch. VI, No. 8: Punishing minor infractions, p.209-210] 

 
 
and… 
 

-Giliberto and Antón de Cózar were sentenced to hang for killing the dogs of a Taíno cacique to later eat 
them.  Their sentence was commuted once they paid back the value of the dog back to the cacique. 
[‘La Caída de Cristóbal Colón- El Juicio de Bobadilla' Marcial Pons Publishing Ch. VI, No. 2: Persecution of Bernal Diaz, p.208] 
  

 
At the end of the day, there are so many ways one can deride different interpretations positive or negative about 
De las Casas’s text regarding many of his narrations- the figure of Columbus being one of those popular topics. 
   
But as stated before, De las Casas’s text is a tedious and complicated one to read and understand. Before pre-
judging its context, it would be prudent to gather a lot of supplemental resources (which also involve lots of 
reading) to frame and understand properly this narrative.  Only then can one ultimately make light of this very 
interesting glimpse of life in the Caribbean during the Spanish colonization of America in the XVI century. 
 
  

https://books.google.com/books?id=SwtMUtesSDEC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q=Montoya%20fizo&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=SwtMUtesSDEC&printsec=frontcover#v=onepage&q=Bernal%20de%20Pisa&f=false
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Exhibit A:  

 
 
 
 
 

 

‘Diario de abordo del Primer Viaje de Cristóbal Colon’, 12th of october entry  
Facsimile of Manuscript, 1552 Biblioteca Nacional Hispánica  
 
You can see in the original manuscript that there is no comma nor partition of the sentence in question making the whole 
sentence a complete thought.  Perhaps this is an optical aberration, the flair in the word “veo” (below the red line) might 
appear as a separation of words; but looking at details such as this are critical to understand how De las Casas conveyed his 
narration within the text. 
 
[Typical English translation of Columbus’s Journal using the word “should”: (Hakluyt Society 1893)] 
 

[English/Spanish online translation for the word “deben”- Merriam-Webster version] 
 
 
 

https://archive.org/stream/journalofchristo00colu_0#page/38/search/They+should+be+good+servants
http://www.spanishcentral.com/translate/deben
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 Exhibit B: 

 
 
 
‘Historia de las Indias’, Bartolomé de las Casas  
Facsimile of Manuscript, 1559 Biblioteca San Gregorio de Valladolid  
 
The underlined words state “…he agreed to cut the hawksbell collections in half…”  This may be a possible source of the 
misunderstanding in interpreting the use of the word “cut” in its English translation.  This word was used in regard to the 
amount of collections themselves that were imposed upon the Taíno as a form of punishment, not a reference about violent 
acts perpetrated upon them.  On the contrary, the paragraph explains that their work was actually “cut” in half! 
 
NOTE: It is interesting that in the Internet it is very hard to find an English-translated version of “Historia de las Indias” 
(History of the Indies).  Regarding the above passage, the one place of all that you can find a translation equal to what is 
shown in the original De las Casas manuscript shown is the relation Washington Irving wrote in 1828-  
[The Life and Voyages of Christopher Columbus by Washington Irving: Vol. 2, Volume 2]   
 
 
 

https://books.google.com/books?id=jVZlh_f3jT0C&pg=PA309&dq=hawksbell&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwj195LG97ndAhVJVd8KHZ-vCr84ChDoAQgtMAE#v=onepage&q=those%20who%20were%20found%20without%20such%20documents&f=false]
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Exhibit C:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“La batalla en la Vega Real”  
From the work “Historia General de Las Indias, Década Primera’ by Antonio de Herrera (1601)” 
 
This illustration depicts the “Batalla del Santo Cerro en la Vega Real” as it was redacted in Herrera’s chronicle of the late XVI 
century.  The book consists of the history of the discoveries, conquests and settlements of America in a narrative that spans 
over 100 years from the time of its publication.  De las Casas also narrated the events that took place in Vega Real in several 
chapters of his ‘Historia de las Indias’ work. 

 
 

http://bdh-rd.bne.es/viewer.vm?id=0000005845&page=132
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Exhibit D:  

 
 
 
‘Historia de las Indias’, Bartolomé de las Casas  
Facsimile of Manuscript, 1559 Biblioteca San Gregorio de Valladolid  
 
The correct translation of the word “labranza” in this paragraph is “tillage”. Consulted dictionary search results: 

-Royal Spanish Academy Dictionary (RAE)  
-Castilian Dictionary of XV Century Vocabulary Terms (under Dictionary/Search by lemma/labrança) 

 
DEFINITION: LABRANZA = LABRANÇA 
(Derived from Latin LABORARE, 'to work'.  Nebrija [Antonio de]* [c.1492]: Agricolaris. by way of tillage. Farming. 
ae. for laboring the field. Culture. ae. by the work. Epistles. ae. by the operator of tillage. 
Nebrija [Antonio de]*[ca. 1495]: Art of laboring the earth. rustic. Farming of land [in Greek]. georgicon. Labrança 
cultus .us. cultio .onis. culture. 
[*Original definitions from Antonio de Nebrija’s work- ‘Grammatica Antonii Nebrissensis’ (1492)] 

 

http://dle.rae.es/?id=Mjz2isR
http://ghcl.ub.edu/diccaxv/

